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Malayalam.[Expression and significance of T lymphocyte co-stimulatory molecule CD80 in ulcerative

colitis]. To explore the immunological relevance of CD80 molecule on colonic lamina propria
lymphocyte in ulcerative colitis. CD3+ lamina propria lymphocytes were isolated from the

inflammatory sites and noninflammatory sites of healthy controls, inactive and active ulcerative
colitis respectively. The expression of CD80 on these lymphocytes was evaluated by flow cytometry.

The colonic lamina propria lymphocytes isolated from the inactive ulcerative colitis patients
expressed higher level of CD80 than that from healthy controls (13.45 +/- 2.57% vs 5.51 +/- 0.68%,
P 0.05). CD80 is mainly expressed on the lamina propria lymphocytes in the inflammatory sites of

ulcerative colitis and the expression level may be correlated with the disease activity. "Don't worry,
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you want the gates to stay open even when I don't." "No, it's not like that." "You brought the whole

city to heel, and not for your money
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Piracy is rampant in the UK. Film and TV
professionals, however, are not giving up
on their battle. Our latest article focuses

on Jamie Brittain, a brave soul who is
leading the fight. Today, the UK's top

director, Stephen Frears, and actors like
Helen Mirren are launching Hollywood's
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biggest war against illegal downloads.
They are going to the UK High Court to

fight an expanding industry of file-sharing
software that lets people find and

download pirated material for free online.
Frears is the director of Tony Blair's

favourite film - Â£5.3bn World War Two
epic, The Queen. Just over two years ago,
he brought out the film on DVD and it was
ripped within minutes. Today, he knows

that UK illegal downloads of movies are a
multi-billion pound business. People seem

willing to pay for movies on DVD, but
some will download the digital versions

free on the internet. The UK film industry
says that UK downloaders can consume

the digital files for free, but continue
paying for the DVDs. It means that

thousands of jobs in the UK's film industry
have been lost. Frears, the director,

producer, writer and probably the most
experienced judge in UK film history, now

wants the government to introduce a
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compulsory levy on illegal downloads.
FfXFA . The UK's film industry says that
downloaders should be fined every time

they use an illegal download system,
known as "peer-to-peer" software. The

government says it is not going to
introduce a compulsory levy, but will

instead push for voluntary agreements
and education campaigns to stop illegal
file-sharing. In a bid to show there is a

public interest issue here, Frears
launched his court action and spent some

of the profits from his latest film, War
Horse, on the case. "And I'm launching

the case because my film and the public's
rights were harmed by illegal

downloading," said Frears. The
government also wants to make people

aware of the damage illegal downloading
is doing to the film industry. In the court
case to be heard before the end of this
year, Frears' company, Working Title is
arguing that downloaders are not the
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"Information and Communications
Technology and Consumer Protection

Act". The act is meant to protect
consumers and the internet industry from

unfair practices, but it does not cover
illegal downloads. The Entertainment
Federation, which represents the UK's

film industry, says that internet
companies 6d1f23a050
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